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1053124514524301405493NET: Agree
51%60%70%21%67%24%

36952666610456894Strongly agree     (+2)
18%25%32%5%27%5%

684719786327838399Tend to agree      (+1)
33%35%38%16%40%19%

621528510961457855Neither agree nor   (0)
30%25%24%46%22%41%disagree

32722867454174453Tend to disagree   (-1)
16%11%3%22%8%22%

81825423847281Strongly disagree  (-2)
4%4%3%11%2%14%

408310121692221734NET: Disagree
20%15%6%33%11%35%

0.450.660.93-0.190.82-0.21Mean

1.071.090.961.001.001.04Standard deviation
0.020.020.020.020.020.02Standard error
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Drones Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 18th to 19th January 2021

Absolutes/col percents

Table 1

Q1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot on board. Its flight is controlled remotely, either by a pilot on the ground
or by computer technology. Large drones which fly beyond the pilot's direct line of sight (known as flying 'beyond visual line of sight') are not generally allowed to fly
in the UK for safety reasons. However, the government is planning to amend the regulations to enable public authorities (such as police, RAF and coastguard) and private
companies (such as Amazon, Royal Mail and G4S) to fly such drones in the UK if they are equipped with new electronic ‘detect and avoid’ technology. To what extent, if
at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Summary
Base: All respondents

Prepared by Yonder



Employment
SectorRegionSocial GradeAgeGender

York-
Opin-North-shire
ionernEastWest&

Influ-Pri-Ire-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
encervatePubliclandWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

1147933246415928529520210614719716822172167529453525576516336324339336232105410292083Unweighted base

117832359581792832751949815017917323185177497436601548487318363332358225106510182083Weighted base

4422196144676853920335127502426931061441508177768810369188305493NET: Agree
37%27%27%24%26%27%31%20%21%22%28%16%22%29%15%19%24%24%27%17%24%21%26%29%31%18%30%24%

7381621316196385510342021282415132113219355894Strongly agree     (+2)
6%5%4%3%7%5%7%3%3%5%3%3%4%3%2%4%5%5%4%3%4%6%4%6%4%3%6%5%

37184801233616733182546224022227285116126666454748160152247399Tend to agree      (+1)
31%22%22%21%18%21%24%17%18%17%26%13%17%25%12%15%19%19%23%14%20%15%22%23%27%14%24%19%

3834915018721301047740676676943377218184243211173108158146167104466390855Neither agree nor   (0)
33%42%42%31%40%46%38%40%41%45%37%44%41%39%43%44%42%40%38%36%34%43%44%47%46%44%38%41%disagree

2515773143645574823323744491652108931341181378589585330262191453Tend to disagree   (-1)
21%19%20%24%20%16%21%25%23%22%21%26%21%19%29%22%21%22%22%28%27%24%17%15%13%25%19%22%

111043912253129291518252638122278548069954741403523149132281Strongly disagree  (-2)
9%13%11%20%14%11%11%15%15%12%14%15%16%14%12%16%12%13%13%19%15%11%12%10%10%14%13%14%

36262112266177867738506270872874186147214187232133129988953411323734NET: Disagree
30%31%31%45%34%27%31%40%38%33%35%40%38%32%42%37%34%36%34%48%42%36%30%25%23%39%32%35%

0.03-0.13-0.11-0.38-0.15-0.06-0.04-0.31-0.30-0.18-0.18-0.36-0.28-0.14-0.37-0.30-0.17-0.20-0.15-0.47-0.28-0.20-0.11*0.01-0.32-0.09-0.21Mean

1.071.041.021.131.101.021.071.031.021.021.050.981.071.060.941.031.031.051.051.051.071.021.021.010.980.991.081.04Standard deviation
0.100.040.060.140.090.060.060.070.100.080.080.080.070.120.070.040.050.050.040.050.060.060.060.050.060.030.030.02Standard error
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Drones Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 18th to 19th January 2021

Absolutes/col percents

Table 2

Q1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot on board. Its flight is controlled remotely, either by a pilot on the ground
or by computer technology. Large drones which fly beyond the pilot's direct line of sight (known as flying 'beyond visual line of sight') are not generally allowed to fly
in the UK for safety reasons. However, the government is planning to amend the regulations to enable public authorities (such as police, RAF and coastguard) and private
companies (such as Amazon, Royal Mail and G4S) to fly such drones in the UK if they are equipped with new electronic ‘detect and avoid’ technology. To what extent, if
at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Large drones which fly ‘beyond visual line of sight’ should be allowed to be flown in UK airspace
Base: All respondents
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Employment
SectorRegionSocial GradeAgeGender

York-
Opin-North-shire

ionernEastWest&
Influ-Pri-Ire-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
encervatePubliclandWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

1147933246415928529520210614719716822172167529453525576516336324339336232105410292083Unweighted base

117832359581792832751949815017917323185177497436601548487318363332358225106510182083Weighted base

80531249431211701871346199118124161581283333014003713672252552282111207836231405NET: Agree
68%64%70%74%68%60%68%69%63%66%66%72%69%68%72%67%69%67%68%75%71%70%69%59%53%74%61%67%

2720091244366765128374346702658150112170135146101105938439331237568Strongly agree     (+2)
23%24%25%40%24%23%28%26%29%25%24%27%30%31%32%30%26%28%25%30%32%29%28%24%17%31%23%27%

523311582078104111833363757990327118218923123622112415013512681452386838Tend to agree      (+1)
44%40%44%34%44%37%40%43%34%42%42%45%39%38%40%37%43%38%43%45%39%41%41%35%36%42%38%40%

322018263581643522354732471635119891351157260707210181207250457Neither agree nor   (0)
27%24%23%10%19%29%23%18%23%24%26%19%20%19%20%24%20%22%21%15%19%19%22%28%36%19%25%22%disagree

578198132221201215131319893532565139292723391860113174Tend to disagree   (-1)
4%9%5%14%7%8%8%10%12%10%7%8%8%10%5%7%7%9%9%8%9%7%7%11%8%6%11%8%

122911010352-134351114111284111077153247Strongly disagree  (-2)
1%3%2%2%6%3%1%3%3%-1%2%2%3%3%2%3%2%2%2%1%3%3%2%3%1%3%2%

69927923322425141515162311144646666348333732462475146221NET: Disagree
5%12%8%16%13%11%9%13%14%10%8%9%10%13%8%9%11%11%11%10%10%10%10%13%11%7%14%11%

0.860.730.850.970.730.690.860.800.750.810.810.880.880.830.940.860.810.820.790.940.910.860.840.670.570.960.670.82Mean

0.851.010.941.121.091.020.951.021.080.920.910.950.991.070.991.001.001.000.990.960.991.011.001.020.970.921.051.00Standard deviation
0.080.040.050.140.090.060.060.070.100.080.060.070.070.130.080.040.050.040.040.040.050.060.050.060.060.030.030.02Standard error
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Drones Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 18th to 19th January 2021

Absolutes/col percents

Table 3

Q1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot on board. Its flight is controlled remotely, either by a pilot on the ground
or by computer technology. Large drones which fly beyond the pilot's direct line of sight (known as flying 'beyond visual line of sight') are not generally allowed to fly
in the UK for safety reasons. However, the government is planning to amend the regulations to enable public authorities (such as police, RAF and coastguard) and private
companies (such as Amazon, Royal Mail and G4S) to fly such drones in the UK if they are equipped with new electronic ‘detect and avoid’ technology. To what extent, if
at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
I am worried about the safety implications of allowing large drones to fly beyond visual line of sight in the UK
Base: All respondents
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Employment
SectorRegionSocial GradeAgeGender

York-
Opin-North-shire
ionernEastWest&

Influ-Pri-Ire-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
encervatePubliclandWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

1147933246415928529520210614719716822172167529453525576516336324339336232105410292083Unweighted base

117832359581792832751949815017917323185177497436601548487318363332358225106510182083Weighted base

39178871040588535163534314619227596119140945265717573182248430NET: Agree
34%21%24%17%22%21%31%18%16%23%19%18%20%23%12%15%22%20%26%19%16%18%21%21%33%17%24%21%

12372031313203611761454163031262810151520164558104Strongly agree     (+2)
10%4%5%5%7%5%7%2%6%7%4%4%6%6%2%3%7%5%5%6%3%4%4%6%7%4%6%5%

281406872745653210242824321418586688114664151565558137190327Tend to agree      (+1)
24%17%19%11%15%16%23%16%10%16%15%14%14%17%10%12%15%15%21%14%13%14%17%15%26%13%19%16%

4238816725731451168945719181104398225220827822320814717315917698511451961Neither agree nor   (0)
36%47%47%44%41%51%42%46%46%47%51%47%45%46%46%51%48%46%41%43%46%48%48%49%44%48%44%46%disagree

2217274113853474523323642582049106901321261257484597833252202454Tend to disagree   (-1)
18%21%21%18%21%19%17%23%24%21%20%24%25%24%28%21%21%22%23%26%23%23%18%22%15%24%20%22%

1495311228272725131318192372464427260604640422921120118238Strongly disagree  (-2)
12%11%9%21%16%10%10%13%14%8%10%11%10%8%14%13%10%12%11%12%14%11%13%8%9%11%12%11%

3626610523678075703644546281277317013220418518511912510210754372320692NET: Disagree
31%32%29%40%37%28%27%36%37%30%30%36%35%32%41%34%30%34%34%38%38%34%31%30%24%35%31%33%

0.01-0.18-0.08-0.39-0.24-0.130.01-0.29-0.28-0.08-0.18-0.26-0.19-0.12-0.40-0.29-0.11-0.21-0.14-0.25-0.32-0.23-0.18-0.120.07-0.25-0.13-0.19Mean

1.150.990.981.111.110.951.050.941.031.000.940.961.000.980.920.951.011.001.021.030.980.961.000.951.020.961.031.00Standard deviation
0.110.040.050.140.090.060.060.070.100.080.070.070.070.120.070.040.050.040.040.050.050.050.050.050.070.030.030.02Standard error
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Drones Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 18th to 19th January 2021

Absolutes/col percents

Table 4

Q1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot on board. Its flight is controlled remotely, either by a pilot on the ground
or by computer technology. Large drones which fly beyond the pilot's direct line of sight (known as flying 'beyond visual line of sight') are not generally allowed to fly
in the UK for safety reasons. However, the government is planning to amend the regulations to enable public authorities (such as police, RAF and coastguard) and private
companies (such as Amazon, Royal Mail and G4S) to fly such drones in the UK if they are equipped with new electronic ‘detect and avoid’ technology. To what extent, if
at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Allowing large drones to fly beyond visual line of sight will have a positive impact on quality of life in the UK
Base: All respondents

Prepared by Yonder



Employment
SectorRegionSocial GradeAgeGender

York-
Opin-North-shire

ionernEastWest&
Influ-Pri-Ire-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
encervatePubliclandWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

1147933246415928529520210614719716822172167529453525576516336324339336232105410292083Unweighted base

117832359581792832751949815017917323185177497436601548487318363332358225106510182083Weighted base

81559239391282071731396698130116172651183392984303853902532562042151337417111452NET: Agree
69%67%67%67%71%73%63%72%68%65%73%67%74%77%67%68%68%72%70%80%80%71%62%60%59%70%70%70%

3523897265687756232495456823256162119201184204115125799053340326666Strongly agree     (+2)
30%29%27%44%31%31%27%32%32%32%30%32%35%37%32%33%27%34%34%42%36%34%24%25%23%32%32%32%

46320142137211999773550766090346217817922920118713813112512580401385786Tend to agree      (+1)
39%39%40%23%40%42%36%40%36%33%42%35%39%39%35%36%41%38%37%38%43%36%38%35%36%38%38%38%

282169414386888462440374446174913511412813473518710611578265245510Neither agree nor   (0)
24%26%26%23%21%24%32%24%25%27%20%25%20%20%27%27%26%21%24%15%16%24%32%32%34%25%24%24%disagree

535103739529868169122819159119159323667Tend to disagree   (-1)
5%4%3%5%4%1%3%2%2%6%5%3%4%1%3%2%3%5%3%3%3%3%3%4%4%3%4%3%

321162665452475251413161195913126272654Strongly disagree  (-2)
3%3%4%4%3%2%2%2%5%1%2%4%2%2%3%3%3%3%2%2%2%2%4%3%3%3%3%3%

957266139149711131313310232543302414192227155962121NET: Disagree
7%7%7%10%7%3%5%5%7%8%7%8%6%3%6%5%6%7%5%5%4%5%7%8%7%6%6%6%

0.880.860.820.980.920.980.830.970.880.890.930.881.021.080.900.930.870.950.961.151.100.970.750.740.730.930.930.93Mean

0.980.961.011.130.990.880.930.931.050.980.951.040.940.900.980.960.950.980.950.910.870.960.980.990.950.960.960.96Standard deviation
0.090.030.060.140.080.050.050.070.100.080.070.080.060.110.080.040.040.040.040.040.050.050.050.050.060.030.030.02Standard error
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Drones Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 18th to 19th January 2021

Absolutes/col percents

Table 5

Q1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot on board. Its flight is controlled remotely, either by a pilot on the ground
or by computer technology. Large drones which fly beyond the pilot's direct line of sight (known as flying 'beyond visual line of sight') are not generally allowed to fly
in the UK for safety reasons. However, the government is planning to amend the regulations to enable public authorities (such as police, RAF and coastguard) and private
companies (such as Amazon, Royal Mail and G4S) to fly such drones in the UK if they are equipped with new electronic ‘detect and avoid’ technology. To what extent, if
at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Large drones which fly beyond visual line of sight should only be allowed to be flown in segregated airspace away from other aircraft
Base: All respondents

Prepared by Yonder



Employment
SectorRegionSocial GradeAgeGender

York-
Opin-North-shire

ionernEastWest&
Influ-Pri-Ire-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
encervatePubliclandWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

1147933246415928529520210614719716822172167529453525576516336324339336232105410292083Unweighted base

117832359581792832751949815017917323185177497436601548487318363332358225106510182083Weighted base

7748321838107167169114538410699144481152952623503392932032042082181196645811245NET: Agree
66%58%61%66%60%59%62%59%54%56%59%57%62%56%65%59%60%58%62%60%64%56%63%61%53%62%57%60%

32193882248697647243140336322501411161321371338589849045289237526Strongly agree     (+2)
28%23%25%38%27%24%28%24%25%21%23%19%27%25%28%28%26%22%25%27%27%25%25%25%20%27%23%25%

4529013017599894672953656581266515414621820216011811512412875375344719Tend to agree      (+1)
38%35%36%28%33%35%34%35%30%35%36%38%35%31%37%31%33%36%37%33%37%32%37%36%33%35%34%35%

3021510011387567482547444850274814311115911510867106838877272256528Neither agree nor   (0)
26%26%28%18%21%27%24%25%26%31%25%28%22%32%27%29%25%26%21%22%21%29%25%24%34%26%25%25%disagree

797318232728201514252032794345687267333928412098130228Tend to disagree   (-1)
6%12%9%14%13%9%10%11%16%9%14%11%14%8%5%9%10%11%13%14%10%11%8%11%9%9%13%11%

3379110141111455654516192423191415131210325182Strongly disagree  (-2)
3%4%3%2%6%5%4%6%4%4%3%4%2%4%3%3%4%4%4%4%5%4%4%3%4%3%5%4%

10134409344139322019302637101459649395864853415330129181310NET: Disagree
9%16%11%16%19%15%14%16%20%13%17%15%16%12%8%12%15%15%17%18%15%15%12%15%13%12%18%15%

0.820.610.720.860.620.640.710.610.550.600.620.580.720.650.820.720.680.610.650.660.710.620.720.680.550.740.580.66Mean

0.991.101.011.131.181.101.091.141.151.031.071.041.071.080.991.071.101.071.121.131.111.091.061.071.041.051.131.09Standard deviation
0.090.040.060.140.090.070.060.080.110.090.080.080.070.130.080.050.050.050.050.050.060.060.060.060.070.030.040.02Standard error
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Drones Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 18th to 19th January 2021

Absolutes/col percents

Table 6

Q1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot on board. Its flight is controlled remotely, either by a pilot on the ground
or by computer technology. Large drones which fly beyond the pilot's direct line of sight (known as flying 'beyond visual line of sight') are not generally allowed to fly
in the UK for safety reasons. However, the government is planning to amend the regulations to enable public authorities (such as police, RAF and coastguard) and private
companies (such as Amazon, Royal Mail and G4S) to fly such drones in the UK if they are equipped with new electronic ‘detect and avoid’ technology. To what extent, if
at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
I am worried about the privacy and civil liberties implications of opening UK airspace to drones to fly beyond visual line of sight in the UK
Base: All respondents
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Employment
SectorRegionSocial GradeAgeGender

York-
Opin-North-shire

ionernEastWest&
Influ-Pri-Ire-SouthSouthEast-Mid-Mid-Humb-NorthNorthScot-
encervatePubliclandWestEastLondonernWaleslandslandsersideWestEastlandDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

1147933246415928529520210614719716822172167529453525576516336324339336232105410292083Unweighted base

117832359581792832751949815017917323185177497436601548487318363332358225106510182083Weighted base

65408187308914114990406597881273999250215301287257174176178169995994541053NET: Agree
56%49%52%51%50%50%54%47%41%43%54%51%55%46%56%50%49%50%52%53%55%49%54%47%44%56%45%51%

2413463142945574019222626401435947791107866565636228210159369Strongly agree     (+2)
20%16%18%24%16%16%21%20%20%15%15%15%17%17%20%19%18%15%20%18%20%18%19%17%12%20%16%18%

4127312315599691502143716287256415613921018017011011211410771389295684Tend to agree      (+1)
35%33%34%26%33%34%33%26%21%28%39%36%38%29%36%31%32%35%33%35%34%31%34%30%32%37%29%33%

34261102165186776037515149633150166141174141139921049810484300321621Neither agree nor   (0)
29%31%28%27%28%30%28%31%38%34%28%28%27%36%28%33%32%29%26%29%29%29%30%29%37%28%32%30%disagree

13127601326464032122924323513256361103100783964457030133194327Tend to disagree   (-1)
11%15%17%23%15%16%15%16%13%19%13%18%15%15%14%13%14%17%18%16%12%18%14%20%13%13%19%16%

53610-1311912848473319202221131318111512324981Strongly disagree  (-2)
5%4%3%-7%4%3%6%9%3%4%2%3%3%1%4%4%4%4%3%4%5%3%4%5%3%5%4%

18163701340564944213432364116278180126121915282568541165243408NET: Disagree
16%20%19%23%22%20%18%22%21%22%18%21%18%18%15%16%18%21%22%19%16%23%17%24%18%16%24%20%

0.560.410.480.520.360.420.540.380.310.330.470.430.520.410.590.490.440.410.460.490.550.390.530.360.330.580.310.45Mean

1.081.061.051.101.141.061.081.161.181.041.031.031.041.041.011.051.071.051.111.041.071.121.051.111.021.031.101.07Standard deviation
0.100.040.060.140.090.060.060.080.110.090.070.080.070.120.080.050.050.050.050.050.060.060.060.060.070.030.030.02Standard error
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Drones Survey
ONLINE Fieldwork: 18th to 19th January 2021

Absolutes/col percents

Table 7

Q1. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, commonly known as a drone, is an aircraft without a pilot on board. Its flight is controlled remotely, either by a pilot on the ground
or by computer technology. Large drones which fly beyond the pilot's direct line of sight (known as flying 'beyond visual line of sight') are not generally allowed to fly
in the UK for safety reasons. However, the government is planning to amend the regulations to enable public authorities (such as police, RAF and coastguard) and private
companies (such as Amazon, Royal Mail and G4S) to fly such drones in the UK if they are equipped with new electronic ‘detect and avoid’ technology. To what extent, if
at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
I am worried about the noise and intrusion of opening up UK airspace to large drones
Base: All respondents
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